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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we use existence families and admissible phase spaces to study the 
Cauchy problem for a class of nonlinear abstract functional differential equations with infinite delay 
in a unified way. Our main results concern the existence and uniqueness of mild solutions, strong 
solutions, and classical solutions. (~ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let X be a Banach space , / )  a space consisting of functions from ( -co ,  0] into X ,  f a function 
from [0, T] × X × 7 ) into X (for a fixed T > 0). Consider the Cauchy problem for abstract  
nonl inear functional differential equations with infinite delay as follows: 
x'(t) = Ax(t) + f (t, ~(t), ~) ,  0 < t < T, 
x0 = ¢, (1.1) 
where ¢(t~) E :P, xt(O) = x(t + O) (0 E ( - co ,0 ] ) ,  A is a closed l inear operator  in X.  
DEFINITION 1.1. Let E be a bounded l inear operator on X.  The strongly continuous family 
{E(t)}t>0 of bounded linear operators from X to X is called an E-existence family for A, if for 
each x c X,  t >_ O, fo E(s)x ds E 7)(A) and 
(/o ) A E(s)xds = E( t )x -  Ex. (1.2) 
We also say that A has an E-existence family {E(t)}~_>0. 
The existence family was introduced by de Laubenfels [1], which is an extension of not only 
the classical Co semigroup but  also the regularized semigroup (cf., e.g., [2,3] for its definit ion). 
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It is a useful operator system to investigate the abstract Cauchy problem for linear evolution 
equations. The existence family in Definition 1.1 is called the mild existence family in [1,2]. For 
more information about this operator family, please see [1,2]. 
On the other hand, it is significant to study the retarded functional differential equations with 
infinite delay based on abstract admissible phase spaces which satisfy some axioms, because, in 
this way, one can deal with a large class of infinite delay problems at the same time. This method 
was introduced by Hale and Kato [4] and Schumacher [5]. Clearly, when an admissible phase 
space is employed, the more brief the axioms on it are, the better it is. 
In the present paper, we use existence families and admissible phase spaces to discuss the 
Cauchy problem (1.1) in the case when A has an E-existence family {E(t)}t>o, and establish 
some general basic results on the existence, uniqueness of mild solutions, strong solutions, and 
classical solutions. This is a continuation of our work [6-8]. Please also refer to [9-12] for the 
related topics. 
As in [6-8], we assume that (P, {[. lip) is an admissible phase space which is a Banach space 
and satisfies the following basic hypotheses (axioms). 
HYPOTHESIS (H1). I f  x : ( - c~,a  + a] --~ X (~ E ( -oc ,  oo), a > O) is continuous on [a,a + a] 
and xa E 7 ), then xt E 7 ) and xt is continuous in t E [a, a + a] (as a map into P) .  
HYPOTHESIS (H2). [[¢(0)[{ _< Kii¢[{p for all ¢ E 7 a and some constant K .  
HYPOTHESIS (H3). There exist measurable and locally bounded functions K ( t ) and M ( t ) o f t  ~ 0 
such that 
Itxtllv < t ( ( t  - sup IIx(r)ll + M(t  -  )IIx llp, 
r~[a,t] 
for t E [a, a + a] and x as in (H1). 
REMARK 1.2. (HI) (respectively, (H3)) is equivalent to (HI') (respectively, (H3')) below. 
HYPOTHESIS (HI'). / fx  : (-oe, a] --~ X (a > O) is continuous on [0, a] and Xo E P, then xt E 7 a 
and xt is continuous in t E [0, a] (as a map into 7a). 
HYPOTHESIS (H3~). There exist measurable and locally bounded functions K( t )  and M( t )  of  
t >_ 0 such that 
{{xtl{ v <: K( t )  sup {Ix(r)I{ + M(t){{xol lp,  
re[0,t] 
for t E [0, a] and x as in (HY).  
We also assume that the zero function is the unique continuous solution of x(t)  = A fo x(s)  ds 
(t _> 0), A has an E-existence family {E(t)}t>o, f = Eg, g is a continuous function from 
[0, T] x X x :P into X and satisfies 
[ [g ( t ,u ,¢ ) -g ( t ,v ,¢ ) [ [  <L( i{u -v i i+{[¢ -¢ I [p  ), tE  [0, T], u, vEX,  ¢,¢EP ,  (1.3) 
for a constant L > 0. 
By :D(A), ~(A), we denote the domain and the range of A, respectively, throughout this paper. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A function x : ( - ce ,  T] --~ X is called a mild solution of (1.1) i f  x is continuous 
on [0, T] and satisfies 
f 0 t -- ( E ( t ) z  + E( t -  s )g (s ,x (s ) ,xs )ds ,  t E [0, T], x(t) L ¢(0 ,  t e 0], 
(1.4) 
where z E X and Ez  = ¢(0). 
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REMARK 1.4. It is not difficult to see that the mild solution of (1.1) in Definition 1.3 is well 
defined under our hypotheses above. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A function x : ( -ec,  T] -~ X is called a strong solution of (1.1) if x is ab- 
solutely continuous on [0, T] and differentiable a.e. on [0, T] such that x'(.) E LI([O,T],X) and 
satisfies (1.1) a.e. on [0,T]. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A function x : (-oo, T] --* X is called a classical solution of (1.1) if x is 
continuously differentiable on [0, T] and satisfies (1.1). 
2. M ILD SOLUTIONS AND STRONG SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM 2.1. For any ¢ E 7 ) with ¢(0) E T~(E), (1.1) has a unique mild solution. 
PROOF. Write 
p[0,TI = {u; u:  (-cx~,T] --~ E with ul[0,T] E C([O,T],E) and u[(-~,0] E P} .  
Clearly, •[0,T] is a Banach space under the norm 
For any ¢ E P, let 
Ilull~to,TJ : :  sup Ilu(t)ll + II l(-oo,0 ll . 
te[0,T] 
p~O,r]= {uE #o,r]; u{(-oo,0] = ¢}. 
Then p[O,Tl is a closed convex subset of p[0,Tl. For each ¢ E P with ¢(0) E 7~(E), and for 
u(.) E p[O,T], define 
~0 t ' (f(u))(t) = E(t)z + E(t - s)g(s, u(s), Us) ds, 0 < t < T, 
¢(t), t E (-oo, o], 
where z E X and Ez = ¢(0). Then Fu E p[O,T]. By Definition 1.1, we know that suPtc[0,T] [[E(t)[ I
~[0,T] <Oo. It follows from (1.3) and (H3) that for anyu,  vE ,  ~ , tE [0 ,  T ] ,k=l ,2 , . . .  
I] (r~(~))(t)- (F~(~))(t)[] 
<-k-5 L sup IIE(t)ll 1+ sup K(t) sup II~(s)-v(s)ll. 
t~[O,T 1 tE[O,T] ] s~[O,t] 
(2.1) 
Standard arguments show that F has a unique fixed point in p[O,T]. This means (1.1) has a mild 
solution on [0, T] for ¢. 
To prove the uniqueness of the mild solution x(t) of (1.1), let y(t) be a mild solution of (1.1) 
on [0, T] for ¢. Then by (1.3) and (H3), we get 
( )/o' ]Ix(t) - y(t)[[ <_ L sup HE(t)][ 1+ sup K(t) sup Hx(r) - y(r)l[ds. tE [0,T] tE [0,T] rE [0,s] 
The Gronwall-Bellman's inequality implies that y(t) = x(t) on [0, T]. This ends the proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. Define the mapping g, from 
z)(~) := {¢ E P; ¢(0) E le(E)} 
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into T'[°,T], by G¢ = x(t), where x(t) is the mild solution of (1.1). Then 
IIG¢ - G¢llvEo,~ _< const (11¢(0) - ¢(0)II[~(E)] + I1¢ - ~l lv) ,  
where the norm I]" II[n(E)] is defined by 
IIYlI[r~(E)] := inf {1[~][ ; E~ = y}. 
¢, ¢ E Z)(G), 
PROOF. In view of Theorem 2.1, G is well defined. Let ¢, ¢ E 7)(G) and let x¢(t), x¢(t) be the 
mild solutions of (1.1) for ¢, ¢, respectively. By (1.3) and (H3), we have 
( 
IIx¢(t) - x~(t)ll ~ sup ] lE(t) l l{l l¢(0) - ¢(0)II[~(E)I 
tE [0,T] i 
) + L 1 + sup K(t) sup I l z~( r ) - z¢( r ) l l  + 
te[o,r] re[o,~l 
sup M(t)[[¢-~b]]p] ds}, 
te[0,Tl 
that is, 
sup 
re[0,t] 
I I~ , ( r )  - x , (~) l l  ~ const  I1¢(o) - V ' (0) I I [~(E)]  + const  I1¢ - ¢11~ 
/o' + const sup re[0,~l IIx¢(r) - x¢( r ) l l  ds. 
By the Gronwall-Bellman's inequality, 
I I x¢  - ~11~,~o,~ _< c.onst (11¢(o)  - ~(0) I I [~(E) ]  + I1¢ - g . l l~)  • 
The proof is then complete. 
REMARK 2.3. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is easy to see that if ¢ E P with ¢(0) E ~(E) ,  
then the integral equation (1.4) has a unique solution for any strongly continuous linear operator 
family {E(t)}t>_o n X with E(0) = E. The similar comment applies to Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that X has the Radon-Nikodym property, {E(t)}t>_o is an E-regularized 
semigroup on X generated by A, and for any u(t) E p[0,T], t, S E [0, T], 
Ilg(t,u(t),ut) - g (~, u (s ) ,~s) l l  _< L ( l t  - sl + I lu(t)  - u(s) l l  + Ilu~ - ~11~) ,  (2.2)  
t'or a constant L > O. Then (1.1) has a unique strong solution for any ¢ C Q := {¢; ¢ : ( -oo, 0] --~ 
X is Lipschitz continuous with compact support, and there is a z E 77(A) such that Ez  = ¢(0)}. 
PROOF. By (H1), Q c P. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that for any ¢ E Q, there exists x(t) 6 
p[o,T] satisfying 
{ /o' x(t) = E(t)z + E(t - s)g (s, z(s), xs) ds, t E [0, T], 
¢(t), t e ( -~ ,  o1. 
By [2, Theorem 3.4(d)], 
fo 
t 
E(t)z = Ez + E(s)Az ds, t>O. 
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This together with (2.2) gives that, for each t E [0, T), T • (0, T - t), 
fo r ds ][x(t + ' r ) -  x(t)[ I < [ [E ( t+T)z -E ( t )z  H + E( t+T- -s )g (s ,x (s ) ,x~)  
+ I IE(t- -s)[g(S+T,X(S+T),X~+,)--g(s,x(s) ,xs)] I I  ds 
+ L [r + Ilx(s + r) - x(s)ll + Ilxs+, - xsIl~,] ds  . 
Let Supp(¢) C (-a¢, 0] (a¢ _> r) and L 4, be the Lipschitz constant for ¢. Then (H3) and (1.2) 
imply that, for every s • [0, t], 
lix~+, - x~ll~ < g (s + a¢ + T) sup IlX(T + r) - x(r)[ I 
re[-a~--T,~] 
[ • 
< K (s + a¢ + T) sup t]¢(T + r) -- ¢(r)[[ + 
k re [ -a ,~-T , - r ]  
1 
+ sup IIx(~ + ~) - x(~)ll[ 
J 
<_ K (s + a¢ + T) ~LcT q- sup 
( r~[-~,0] 
Therefore, 
sup Itx(r + ~) - ¢(r)ll 
tEl--r,0] 
[[E(r +T)Z-- ¢(0)[[ + sup []¢(0) -- ¢(r)]] 
r~[-~,0] 
/o } + sup E( r+T- -s )g (s ,x (s ) ,x~)  + sup I [x(T+r)- -x(r) l  I~[-~,o1 ~e[o,~] 
+ re[O,s]sup I lx(T+r)- -x(r) l [}.  
f 
t 
sup [Ix(r + ~-) - x(r)l [ <_ const r + const sup [Ix(r + T) -- x(r)[[ ds. 
r~[o,t] Jo r~[o,~] 
Gronwall-Bellman's inequality ields 
sup IIx(r + T) -- x(r)l I < const T. 
~(0,t] 
Similarly, we can verify that x(t) is Lipschitz left-continuous at t = T. So x(t) is absolutely 
continuous on [0, T], and the Radon-Nikodym property of X implies that x(t) is differentiable 
a.e. on [0, T]. On the other hand, it follows from the definition of E-regularized semigroups [2, 
Definition 3.1] that for 5 > 0, 
[ 1 E E(t + 5)z + E(t - s + 5)g (s, x(s), xs) ds - x(t) [E(5)x(t) - Ex(t)] = -[ .o 
- E( t -  s+5)g(s ,x(s) ,xs)  ds 
J t  
1 = E~ (t + 5) - x(t) - E(t - s + 5)g (s, x(s), x~) ds . dt 
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Hence, 
lira 1 ~-~o+ 5 [E(5)x(t) - Ex(t)] = Ex'(t) - Eg (t, x(t), xt), a.e. t • [0, T]. 
Thus, by the definition of the generator of {E(t)}t>o [2, Definition 3.1], we obtain 
Ax(t)=E-l[lim[~-~o+ ½[E(5)x ( t ) -Ex( t ) ] ]=x ' ( t ) -g ( t ,x ( t ) ,x t ) ,  a.e. t E [0, T]. 
Therefore, x(t) is a strong solution of (1.1). The uniqueness is not difficult to show. The proof 
is then complete. 
3. CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we assume P satisfies (HI)-(H3) and the following. 
HYPOTHESIS (H4). I re ,  ¢ E P, and II¢(t?)]l _< I]¢(0)]l a.e. t? E (-oo,0], then II¢Iip -< MII¢]I~' 
for some constant M. 
For concrete xamples of P satisfying (H1)-(H4) see please, e.g., [6, Section 4]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function ¢ : (-c~, 0] ~ X is said to have two-point-property if ¢ is contin- 
uously differentiable in (-c~, 0] and there exist two points a = a(¢) > 0 and b = b(¢) > a such 
that 
(i) ¢" exists in ( -c~,-a] ,  
,p I !  (ii) C-b, ¢'-b E P, Ct E P for each t E [ -b , -a] ,  and supte[_b,_a] [let lip < c~. 
REMARK 3.2. 
(1) If ¢ : (--c~, 0] ~ X with two-point-property, then ¢ E P by (H1). 
(2) If ¢ : ( -co,  0] ~ X is continuously differentiable with compact support, then ¢ has two- 
point-property. 
(3) (H1) also implies that ¢ has two-point-property if ¢ is continuously differentiable in (-c~, 0] 
and there exist two points a = a(¢) > 0 and b = b(¢) > a such that 
(i) ¢" exists in ( - co , -a ] ,  
(ii)' ¢~' is continuous for t E [ -b , -a] ,  and C-b, ¢'--b E 7) and ¢~b E P. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let t ~ E(t)z E C([0, oo),[T)(A)]), for a11 z E :D(A), where [:D(A)] means 
:D(A) made into a Banach space with the graph norm, and let g be continuously differentiable 
from [0, T] x X x P into X.  Then (1.1) has a unique classical solution for any ¢ E Q0 = {¢; ¢ : 
( -o0, 01 -* X with two-point-property, ¢'(0) = A¢(0) + f(0, ¢(0), ¢), and there is a z E ~)(A) 
such that Ez = ¢(0)}. 
PROOF. Clearly, g satisfies (1.3). Thus, according to Theorem 2.1, we have that for any ¢ E Q0, 
there exists x(t) E p[O,T] such that 
{ Z' x(t) = E(t)z + E( t -  s)g(s,x(s),xs) ds, t E [0, T], (3.1) 
¢(t), t • ( -~ ,  0]. 
We say that if it is proved that both x(t) from [0, T] into X and xt from [0, T] into P are 
continuously differentiable, then x(t) is the classical solution of (1.1). Actually, in this case, we 
obtain by virtue of the continuous differentiability of g that for t • [0, T], 
x(t) = E(t)z + ~o t
= E(t)z + ~o t
= E(t)z + ~o t
E(t- s) [g(O,¢(O),¢) +~o 8 d dr] ~-~r g (r, x(r), zr) ds 
fot/t d E(r)g(O,¢(O),¢)dr + E(t- s)-~rg(r,x(r),xr ) dsdr 
E(T)g(O,¢(O),¢)dT + fOt fot-~E(T) ~-~g(r,x(r),x~) dvdr. 
The Cauchy Problem 
Observe by (1.2) and the hypotheses for {E(t)}t>o that 
AE(t)z = d E(t)z, t >_ O, 
due to z E ~D(A), and that for t E [0, T], 
A E(T)g(O, ¢(0), ¢) dT= E(t)g(O, ¢(0), ¢) - Eg(O, ¢(0), ¢), 
t -r  d d A fo E(.)~g(r,~(r),xr) d.= E(t-r)-grg(r,~(~),x~)-E g(r,x(r),z~), 
It follows that, for t ~ [0, T], 
Ax(t) = AE(t)z + E(t)g(O, ¢(0), ¢) - Eg(O, ¢(0), ¢) 
+ fol [ E( t - r )dg(r 'x ( r ) 'x~)  -Edg(r 'x(r ) 'x~)]  dr, 
foo' x'(t) = AE(t)z + E(t)g(O,¢(O),¢) + E(t - r )~g(r ,x(r ) ,zr )  dr. 
This yields 
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O<r<t .  
x'(t) = Ax(t) + f (t, x(t), xt). 
This means x(t) is a classical solution of (1.1). 
Now we devote ourselves to the proof of the continuous differentiability of x(t) from [0, T] 
into X and xt from [0, T] into P. 
Write 
0 
gl(s, x, ¢) = ~g(~,  x, ¢), 
Then the hypotheses imply 
sup Jig2 (s,x(s),xs)ll, 
se[0,T] 
0 
g~(s, x, ¢) = ~g(s ,  x, ¢), ' s  0 g3 ( ,x ,x~)  = ~g(s ,x ,¢ ) .  
"D[0'T] define E--C, , 
sup 
sE[0,T] 
Clearly, ¢t E P. For any #(t) 
O<t<T,  
t ~ ( -~ ,o ] .  
]1913 (s,x(s),x~)U <_ const. 
~0 tE(t)g(O,¢(O),¢) + E(t - s)g~ (s,x(s),xs) ds 
E(t - s)g~ (s,x(s),x~) #(s) ds 
(F(p))(t) = 
AE(t)z + 
÷fo 
/o + E(t  - s)g'3 (~, x(~), ~) ~,~ d~, 
¢'(t), 
Then F# e p[cO,T] and F has a unique fixed point #(t) in p[O,T] by standard arguments. Let 
(3.2) 
E 
We prove next  
lim #s e = 0. (3.3) 
e--.O + 
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By (H3) and ¢ E Qo which implies that ¢-b+e, C-b, ¢~b E P, we know that for any s E [0, T), 
c e (0, min{T - s, b - a}), 
[l#~ll/~ -< sup K(t  +b)~ sup I(X(T +¢)--X(T))--#(~-) 
f 
t~[-b,T] ( "re[0,~] 
-~ sup  "r E [--~,0] !(X(TJv¢)--¢(T))--~)I(T)'Jr-'rE suP_b,_¢ X(¢(T-[-g)--¢(T))--¢I(T ) } (3.4) 
+ sup M(t+b)  l (¢_b+~_¢_b)_¢55 p" te[-b,T] 
Let us estimate very item on the right of (3.4) step by step. First, by (3.1) and Definition 1.1, 
we get that for each r E [0, s], 
x(-~ + e) - x(,-) = E(~- + ~)z - E(~-)z + E(~- + ~ - ~)~ (~, x(o) ,  x~) d~ 
f "r-l- E ~O "r 
4- E(T + ¢ -- a)g (a, x(a), xa) da - E(~" - a)g (or, x(a), z~) da 
J~ 
= AE(a)z  da + E(T + ~ -- a)g (a, x(a), x¢,) da 
* IT  (3.5) /; { + E(~--~)  [g(~.+~,z(o+~) ,x~+~)-g(~,~(~+e) ,x~+~)]  
+ [g (~, ~(o + ¢), x~+~) - g (o, x(~), x~+~)l 
+ [~ (~, x(~), x~+~) - g (~, ~(~,), x~)] / do. 
J 
Therefore, for any 7- E [0, s], 
~(~(~- ~) - z(~-)) - . (~-)  4- 
I f "r+~ AE(T)Z <_ AE(a)z  da - 
* IT  
+ - E(T + c - o)g (o, ~(~), ~)  a~ - E(r)g(0, ¢(0), ¢) 
C 
fo "r da 4- E(T -- (7) [gl (O',X( Cr 4- e),Xa+e) -- gl (O',X(O'),Xa) 4- 0J1 (O', g')] 
/; { 4- E(T - a) [g; (a, x(a), xa+~) - g; (a, x(a), xa)] (3.6) 
+ [g; (~, ~(o), x~+~) - g; (o, ~(o), x~)] .(~) 
where l im~o+ [Iwi (a, ¢)[I = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) which is implied by the continuous differentiability of g. 
Thus, by (S2) and (3.2), we have 
sup (x(r + ¢) - Z(T)) -- #(r) <_ NI(¢) + const sup II,~llp da, (3.7) 
"r~[o,~] Jo oe[o,~] 
where lim~__.o+ N1(¢) = 0. 
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Secondly, observing 
sup 
rE[-e,O] 
~(x(~ + ~) - ¢(~)) - ¢'(r) 
< sup [z ( r+~) -¢(o ) l -~-+e4(o)+- [¢ (o ) -¢ ( r ) ]+ ¢'(o)+¢'(o)-4(~-) 
- -  rE [ -e ,O]  C E 
_< max { 1[¢(0) - ¢(-e)] - ¢ ' ( -e)  , r~(-~,o]SUp r +____~e [[x(r +_e_)r +:  ¢ (0)_e  ¢'(0) 1 
+ r - ,o,SUp }, 
and 
F* + ~) - ¢(0) ] 1 A¢(0) r~(-~,ol LSUp 7~-7 - ¢'(0)_ -< re(-e,0]sup ~ [E(r+e)z-¢(O)]-  
+ sup E(~- + e - ~)g  (~, ~(~,), z~) a~ - Eg(0 ,  ¢(0) ,  ¢) , 
rE ( -e ,0 ]  J0  
we obtain 
It is easy to see that 
1 
lim sup =(x(r + e) - ¢(r)) - ¢'(r) = 0. 
e-*O+ r~[-e,O] 
1 
lim sup -- (¢(r + e) - ¢(r)) - ¢'(r) = 0. 
e'-*O+ "rE[-b,-e] C-  - 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Finally, since ¢ E Qo and 
l [¢ ( -b+e+0)  ¢ ( -b+0) ]  ¢ ' ( -b+0)  _< e ]l¢"(-b + ~e + O)l I , 
c 
where V = ~(0) E (0, 1), it follows from (H4) that 
lim 1_ (¢-b+~ - C-b) -- ¢'-b = 0. (3.10) 
e--,0 + 
Combining (3.7/-(3.10) together, we get that for any s E [0, T) and e E (0, min{T - s, b - a}), 
/o' sup I]#~11~ <-N2(e) + const sup II#~llp ds, re[O,t] re[O,d 
where lim~__.o+ N2(e) = 0. According to the Gronwall-Bellman inequality, (3.3) holds. Clearly, 
(H2) and (3.3) imply x(t) is right continuously differentiable on [0, T). 
On the other hand, for any s E (0, T], e E ( -  min{s, b - a}, 0), 
supK(s+a){sup I(X(T~-~)--X(T))--~t(T) 
se[o,T] rC[-e,s] 
+SUPre[O,_d l (¢(T-~-g) -- X(T))-- "(T) -~ SUPre[--a,ol ~(~9(T ~-~) --~9(T)) --¢'(T) } 
+ sup M(s+a) el(¢-a+e-¢-a)-¢'-~ p. 
s~[0,T] 
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1 
sup -- (¢(T + 6) -- X(T)) -- p(T) 
E 
rC[0,-e] 
~[O,T] and the right continuous differentiability of x(t) that we conclude by ¢ E Q0, #(t) E , ¢, , 
sup l (¢ ( r  + 6) - x(r))  - . ( r )  = 0. (3.11) lim 
e--.0- re[0,-e] 
Using that for any s E (0, T], e E (-- min{s, b - a}, 0), T E [--e, s], 
X(T + e) -- X(T) = E(T + e)Z -- E(r)z  + E(7 - a)g (a + e, x(a + e), x~+s) da 
/o" - E ( r  - ~)g (o, x(o), xs) d~ 
(3.12) 
// /0 = - AE(a)z  da - E(T - a)g (a, x(a), xo) da +e 
+ E(~- -a ) [g (~r+e,x (a+s) ,xo+s) -g (a ,x (a ) ,x~) ]  da, 
we get by similar arguments as in getting (3.7) that 
sup I (X (T+e) - -X(T) ) - -p (T )  <_N3(e) q-const [ s sup II#ell~,da, (3.13) 
~e[-s,s] Jo ~e[-~,~] 
where lime-.o- N3(e) = 0. Moreover, arguing analogously as for getting (3.10), we know 
lim _1 (¢-a+e - C-a) -- ¢2a = 0. (3.14) 
e---*O- p 
Combining (3.11)-(3.14) and the obvious fact 
sup l (¢ ( r  + 6) - ¢(r))  -- ¢'(r)  = 0, lim 
e--*0- rE[-a,O] 
with the Gronwall-Bellman i equality, we obtain 
lim #s e = 0. 
~--*0- 
This implies that xt is left continuously differentiable on (0, T]. 
continuously differentiable on (0, T]. The proof is then complete. 
(3.15) 
(H2) shows that x(t) is left 
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